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CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT:
Driven by response.

If you’re in the IT channel, you’re probably used to the fact that IT has its own
language, and we’re not talking Cobol here.
For you, the words ‘mouse’, ‘tablets’ and ‘cloud’ have different
meanings than for most of the population. In your
world, a ‘security consultant’ is someone
who understands firewalls, not a
doorman at Teazers. And a ‘vendor’
isn’t someone who’s trying to sell
you sunglasses at the robot.
Whether you work at a vendor,
distributor, systems integrator,
value-added reseller, managed
services provider, technology
consultancy or run a computer shop,
you need to know what’s going on in the
fast-paced ICT world.
Written exclusively for the South African channel
with an independent focus, The Margin is designed
to provide you with insight into technology trends,
sales opportunities, tips on how to grow your
business and ultimately provide you with the
information you need to improve your margins.
If you want a fresh voice and different conversation
about what’s happening in the channel, The Margin speaks your
language.

To subscribe to receive The Margin magazine in
print for free, visit www.themargin.co.za today.
You can also download digital versions (PDF, or
for iPad and Android).
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igitisation and digital transformation strategies continue
to dominate boardroom discussion, specifically around
ICT investment and application in order to improve operations
and, ultimately, customer service.
To remain competitive, businesses must pay attention to
smart customer engagement.
According to the ITWeb/Kofax Smart Customer Engagement
Survey, the success of an organisation depends heavily on how
well it understands and communicates with its customers.
The need to speed up response time is considered by
respondents to the survey to be the number one driver behind
improving customer communication.
It is interesting that while the majority of those surveyed
believe digital communication is a priority in terms of customer
interaction, only 34% have a digital transformation programme
in place.
More on this topic and other insightful analysis in the pages
to follow.
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OPINION

Dirty little secrets
Does the recent spate of data leaks point to the fact that
society actually has a lot to hide?

By JOANNE CAREW

I

magine a world where we all did the right
thing. Regardless of whether we could
get caught, and possibly prosecuted, for our
indiscretions. And regardless of what others
may think – we always opted to behave in a
manner that would not inflict any emotional
pain or physical harm on others.
In this world, there would be no data
dumps, confidential information leaks or
privacy concerns because people wouldn't
have anything to hide.
In this world, we wouldn't find ourselves
in the midst of the biggest data leak in
history. A leak so substantial it comprises
11.5 million files. Dubbed the Panama Papers,
the information details how the rich and
powerful have been doing sneaky stuff with
their finances.
In this world, we wouldn't be worried
that a dozen national leaders are among
the 150 politicians and other influential
people, including our very own top dog's
nephew, who have been hiding their money
in offshore accounts to avoid paying taxes.
Because, you see, in this world, the people
who we vote into power are honourable
and upstanding people, looking after our
interests rather than their own.
In this world, Julian Assange, Edward
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Snowden and Chelsea Manning (formerly
Bradley Manning) wouldn't have found
fame. Because in this world, Assange,
Snowden and Manning wouldn't have had
any injustices to expose in the first place.

In a world where we
all do the right thing, a
Web platform designed
to help users have
extramarital affairs
wouldn't have any
users.
In this world, Assange's brainchild, a
whistleblowing Web site called WikiLeaks,
wouldn't exist. Former CIA employee
Edward Snowden wouldn't have to be hiding
in Russia after revealing the intricacies of the
National Security Agency's elaborate global

surveillance programmes. And Manning
wouldn't have just spent her sixth Christmas
in prison for an illegal digital data dump
of classified Afghan and Iraq "War Logs",
exposing what the military has really been
up to during the "War on Terror".
In this world, some of the biggest tech
companies wouldn't have to be protecting
us from prying eyes. One of the globe's most
prolific instant messaging applications,
WhatsApp, wouldn't have recently enlisted
the help of a coder and cryptographer
to encrypt every piece of data being sent
using the service. In this perfect world,
WhatsApp's move to do so wouldn't come
on the back of a much discussed legal battle
between Apple and the FBI; with the FBI
seeking access to information contained on
an iPhone belonging to a terrorist.
In a world where we all do the right thing,
a Web platform designed to help users have
extramarital affairs wouldn't have any users.
Now in an ideal world, Apple wouldn't
have to be fighting because the company
would be confident the FBI didn't have any
sinister intentions with the information.
And Apple wouldn't be worried that this
government agency would inevitably use
this software at a later stage to view private
information on the phones of other people.
In a world where we all do the right thing,
a Web platform designed to help users have
extramarital affairs wouldn't have any
users. Because affairs wouldn't exist. In this
world, people wouldn't have to fret that the
hacking of AshleyMadison.com could reveal
the after-hour slaps and tickles they've
been enjoying in cheap hotel rooms. And
people in the public eye would be able to
share intimate pictures with their partners
without fear of having their devices hacked
and having private photos shared for all the
world to see.
Can you imagine a world where we
don't deceive those who depend on us or
lie to those who trust us or steal personal
information from others? A world where we
think twice, even three times, about how
our actions/words will affect others and
behave accordingly.
Can you imagine a world like that?
Me neither.

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Paving the way
for local university libraries
Sabinet is honoured to successfully roll out the OCLC WorldShare
Management Services (WMS) to the University of Pretoria – the
second academic university in Africa to adopt this system. WMS is
a complete, cloud-based library management system that offers
all the applications needed to manage a library: acquisitions,
circulation, metadata, resource sharing, licence management,
reports and a single-search discovery interface for end-users.
WMS's discovery interface, WorldCat Discovery, enables UP's
university community to search the library's entire collection, as
well as materials held by libraries worldwide, with a single search.
www.sabinet.co.za

Ericsson’s new
president
for sub-Saharan
Africa
Ericsson has announced the
appointment of Jean-Claude Geha
as head of the sub-Saharan Africa
region, effective from 1 July. Geha
replaces Fredrik Jejdling, who
will take up a new role in the new
organisation. Geha will bring
his wide-ranging experience to
further develop Ericsson's offering
and support to the region.
www.ericsson.com

Jean-Claude Geha, Ericsson

GAP Innovation
Competitions
2016 open

Cloud migration:
where does it all
begin?

The Gauteng Province is looking
for small enterprises and research
groups with solutions to the
challenges faced by ordinary
South Africans. Through The
Innovation Hub, Technology
Innovation Agency (TIA) and its
partners, innovators are called
to enter the Gauteng Accelerator
Programme (GAP) Innovation
Competitions, closing on 2 June.
GAP is looking for innovators,
researchers and entrepreneurs
in ICT, medicine, biosciences
and the green economy that
are working on novel ideas
to improve the efficiency of
government service delivery,
increase the competitiveness of
the local economy, and enhance
the quality of life of ordinary
citizens.
www.theinnovationhub.com

AgileCloud discusses where
a cloud migration journey
would typically begin. The
company says whether you
own a Fortune 500 company
or a chain of family-owned
stores, IT supports everything
you do. It boosts your
productivity, streamlines
processes, and gives you a
competitive advantage over
your competitors. According to
AgileCloud, your IT resources
should be dedicated to your
core business, so you can do
what you do best. Services
like e-mail, data backup and
recovery, and collaboration
systems are now among the
key drivers behind running
effective and profitable
operations.
www.agilecloud.co.za
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EY, EMC
announce
strategic
alliance
EY and EMC have announced
a strategic alliance to bring
clients leading tools and service
offerings to help accelerate
return on investment and
build greater confidence in
their strategic initiatives and
technology implementations.
The alliance provides for
collaboration, co-innovation,
joint offerings and various
activities across relevant EMC
product lines and EY practice
areas. These include hybrid
cloud enablement, data centre
network virtualisation and
segmentation, enterprise
mobility management,
governance, risk and
compliance (GRC), and cyber
security services, among
others. EY firms have a
successful history working
with EMC to provide sectorfocused capabilities to clients
across multiple industries.
www.emc.com

Wolfram Jost, Software AG

Digital is a
permanent state
Software AG’s Dr Wolfram
Jost says agility, scalability,
speed and responsiveness are
the attributes of the "digital
business". They generate
dynamic business processes
that serve the customer's
needs faster and better,
with greater differentiation
and customisation. Only
personalised offers that
are available 24/7 will keep
customers loyal in today's
excess supply of options.
www.softwareag.com

AxizWorkGroup, Best Distributor 2015

Global data storage
company announces local awards
EMC², the world's largest provider of data storage systems, recently
announced the (South) African winners of its Partner Awards of
2015. The Disti Award went to Axiz Workgroup and the highest
revenue award went to Dimension Data. Business Connexion was
rewarded for biggest incremental revenue contribution.
www.emc.com
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Argility adds OVD capability
Digital transformation specialist – Argility – has signed a strategic
partnership with OpenSector, Inuvika's distribution partner for
Africa. This move positions Argility as a leading open source software
solution provider for application delivery, supporting the Inuvika
Open Virtual Desktop (OVD) range of products. Inuvika OVD is an
application virtualisation platform that delivers users' applications
and data securely from the cloud to any device. Paul Swartz, divisional
executive at Argility, says the organisation opted for OVD because it
has been developed to focus on delivering only the applications users
require, while other solutions have been built on the VDI principle,
which attempts to virtualise the entire desktop software stack.
www.argility.com

Avaya appoints
First Distribution

Debbie Abrahall, First Distribution

First Distribution, SA's
leading distributor of data
centre, enterprise and cloud
solutions, has been appointed
as a distribution partner in SA
and SADC region for Avaya,
a global leader in business
communications, software,
systems and services. The two
companies will focus on making
Avaya's innovative technology
available as cloud-based or
hosted offerings.
www.firstdistribution.co.za

EasyBiz
QuickBooks
launches partner
network
EasyBiz QuickBooks is proud to
announce that the QuickBooks
Reseller Network (QBRN) is
being replaced with the new
and exciting EasyBiz Business
Partner Network. The EasyBiz
Business Partner Network is
indeed just that and offers
business partners a host of
benefits for their efforts.
QuickBooks understands
that working together with
their Business Partners has
become an important part
of growing and supporting
the EasyBiz QuickBooks and
Quick Payroll brands in South
Africa. The EasyBiz Business
Partner Network is a network
of consultants, accountants,
bookkeepers, small business
advisors and computer
software resellers, which
specialise in software reselling
and consulting.
www.quickbooks.co.za

First Distribution
acquires Linux
Warehouse
First Distribution, SA's
leading distributor for data
centre, enterprise and cloud
solutions, has acquired
Linux Warehouse, which
will become its open source
division. The acquisition
comes as a response by the
distributor to the increased
demand of enterprise open
source software adoption
by industry, and extends
First Distribution's ability to
service its network of resellers
with open source business
solutions. Linux Warehouse's
current portfolio includes Red
Hat (open source technologies
for the enterprise), SUSE
(software infrastructure
solutions optimised for
computing environments and
industries), Zimbra (e-mail
collaboration and Web client)
and MongoDB (a leading big
data database).
www.firstdistribution.co.za

‘CIOs must be (more)
strategically driven’

Nominations open
for heritage trust contest

Borwood Group’s Paulo Borrageiro says 71% of CIOs say it's
difficult to strike the right balance between innovation and
operational efficiency and security. Referring to the 15th annual
State of the CIO report, Borrageiro says the modern CIO is facing a
challenging environment where expectation spans across the need
to significantly increase operational performance... while still, and
most crucially, formulating and delivering on the organisation's
overall business strategy. According to Borwood Group,
companies need to provide support in managing the unenviable
task of reducing total cost of ownership, while improving
the business services, operational performance, security and
reliability of their ICT function.
www.borwood.com

As part of the EMC Information Preservation Initiative to advance
the conservation of the world's information heritage, EMC has
announced that nominations for the 2016 EMC Heritage Trust
Project are being accepted, effective immediately through 20
May 2016. Grants of up to $15 000 will be awarded to projects
from around the world that practice and encourage the digital
stewardship of cultural information. "As the world enters a new
digital era, it becomes more important – and more possible –
than ever to preserve, protect and make the world's information
heritage available for future generations," said Jessica Anderson,
senior director, Community Involvement at EMC.
www.emc.com

New research on CIO pressures
New research revealed by EMC exposes a concern among CIOs that
their current IT infrastructure and the skills of their IT professionals
may not be enough to meet long-term needs as technology becomes
embedded across the business. The findings indicate three-quarters
of CIOs believe that five years from now, they will need to be able to
launch new products, services and applications in half the time it takes
them today. Forty-one percent say extracting value from ever greater
volumes of data is the top IT challenge facing the business, with 37%
expecting this to still be the top challenge in 2019.
www.emc.com
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Increase productivity by monitoring
The problem many companies face is the choice between a
compromise between employing many specialists with the
necessary skills and attempting to find a single individual who
can meet multiple requirements. This can be either a great drain
on resources or leave gaps in the technical support within the
company. Sintrex believes the ideal solution to solving this is an
efficient monitoring solution. The monitoring should cover a wide
range of technologies, thus minimising the need for expensive
specialist resources and having a system that pinpoints root cause
issues as they happen, and route them effectively.
www.sintrex.com
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The sense behind outsourcing
database administration

Veritas
Technologies
signs up with First
Distribution

Jaroslav Cerny, CEO of RDB Consulting, notes it's ironic that in an
era in which data analytics is seen as the most effective competitive
differentiator, there will be a shrinking pool of qualified
professionals to help manage, secure and store data. "Outsourcing
companies have a crucial role to play now in addressing the needs
of today's analytics-driven organisation.”
www.rdbconsulting.com

Get custom-fit,
world-class
solutions using
hybrid IT

SA businesses
out of touch
with tech
challenges

Damian Michael, MD of Innovo
Networks, says: "We have
the IT integration expertise
to help enterprises take on
their greatest challenges.
Let us show you how we can
transform your operations
and help you achieve better
business results." When you
can focus on growing your
business, opportunities
typically arise. Doors open
and good things happen. But if
your organisation spends too
much time and expense trying
to manage and use disparate
IT systems, your business
growth can stall. Take a hybrid
IT approach to help accelerate
growth and innovation.
"Today's technology landscape
is changing faster than ever,”
he says.
www.innovonet.co.za

Most South African CIOs and
business leaders believe they
are not at all prepared for the
technological shifts taking
place in the economy, with
the result that their current
business plans will have lost
their relevance within only
three years. In addition,
many internal departments –
notably marketing and even
IT departments themselves –
seem to be resisting the move
from products to data-based
services, according to research
done by EMC, world leader in
cloud-based and converged
data infrastructure. Jonas
Bogoshi, country manager for
EMC Southern Africa, said EMC
wanted to explore the business
challenges and opportunities
facing IT in SA today.
www.emc.com

MobileData
outlines the
essence of
business agility
Clear, frank and open
communication, along with a
strong team dynamic, is the
basic fundamental common
to all agile companies. This
is view of leadership at
MobileData, an established
technology service provider
focused on payment
facilitation and prepaid
electronic value distribution.
The company believes
communication needs to be
effective and transparent.
www.mobile-data.co.za

Hannes Helberg, MobileData
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Tony Abrahall, First Distribution

First Distribution, SA's leading
distributor for data centre,
enterprise and cloud solutions, has
been appointed as a distributor
within SA for Veritas Technologies,
the leader in information
management. Veritas Technologies
enables organisations to harness
the power of their information,
with globally applied information
management solutions.
www.firstdistribution.co.za

Companies overlooking
tech-savvy millennials – Epicor
While millennials are expected to account for 75% of the global
workforce by 2025, business executives are not thinking too much
about recruiting millennials. This is one key insight stemming
from a new research study from Epicor Software Corporation, a
global provider of industry-specific enterprise software, which
underscores the need to address human capital and nextgeneration workforce requirements to fuel business growth. Only
39% said recruiting millennials was a "fairly significant" or "major"
focus for their organisations, revealing a critical disconnect as
"technology leadership" and a "skilled workforce" were top growth
stimulants identified by those polled – elements that today's highly
connected, technologically advanced millennials can well facilitate.
www.epicor.com

ISACA welcomes
Elkjop Nordic
Windhoek Chapter selects L&T
IT professionals in Windhoek,
Infotech
Namibia, have formed a new
chapter of ISACA, a global
professional association serving
the IT audit, risk, governance
and cyber security professions.
ISACA has more than 140 000
constituents in 180 countries.
The Windhoek Chapter is among
213 ISACA chapters and has
more than 50 members. ISACA
Windhoek president Melanie
Harrison (Spaeth), CISA, CISM,
said the Windhoek Chapter can
act as a catalyst for growth in
the region. "The formation of
the chapter is instrumental in
growing the IT audit, IT risk and
information security professions
in Namibia as well as maintaining
a high standard in these
professions."
www.isaca.org.za

Larsen & Toubro Infotech (L&T
Infotech), one of India's global IT
services and solutions companies
and a subsidiary of Larsen &
Toubro (L&T), has announced it
has signed a multi-year contract
with Elkjøp Nordic to provide
end-to-end infrastructure
management and data centre
services. Owned by British
giant Dixons Carphone, Elkjøp
Nordic is the largest consumer
electronics retailer in the Nordic
region, with over 500 stores
across six countries. Under this
partnership, L&T Infotech will
transform data centre capabilities
of Elkjøp by migrating its current
environment to an infrastructure
as a service (IaaS) model through
its Nordic partner Rejlers Embriq.
www.lntinfotech.com

COMPANY NEWS

TECH FORUM
A market
strategy and
innovation?

Welcome to
the future of
communications

Jac Spies, chief advisor at
Praesignis, says having
participated for 35 years in
various corporate strategy
planning sessions in the
private and public sectors,
he has observed: * Team
building activities tend to
overshadow the strategy
planning part; * The boss's
views are celebrated; * The
strategy planning processes
are inconsistent; * Outputs
are documented; and *
Filed. Spies’ conclusion
is that strategy planning
assemblages that were done as
annual events were the ones
that usually failed in their
purpose.Current business
strategies need to be managed
continuously and adapted
swiftly to seize new markets.
www.praesignis.co.za

Merging video and voice
will be the tip of the iceberg,
with tools, interfaces and
technologies allowing for
virtual reality experiences,
says Eduard Du Plessis, MD
of EOH-NS. Innovation and
communication are two of
the traits that have allowed
humanity to evolve into the
society we are today. Add
technology to the mix, and we
can be sure we will continue
changing the world around us
in new and exciting ways, he
notes. "Over the next decade,
place, time, and even language
will have no bearing on the
ways we collaborate, connect,
and communicate. In a hyperconnected world, context and
collaboration will become the
cornerstones of everything
we do.”
www.eoh-ns.co.za

Four industrial
revolutions,
Internet of
things

Richard Vester, EOH

Go local
in the cloud
To stay ahead of the challenges
of adopting cloud, a solution is
ensuring all your data stored
in the cloud is locally hosted,
and confined within legal
boundaries, says Richard
Vester, director of Cloud
Services at EOH. The benefits of
adopting cloud technologies are
numerous, widely reported and
understood, the company says.
www.eohcloud.co.za
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2016 is the year of the fourth
industrial revolution and the
industrial Internet of things
(IIOT), but is the industry
IOT-ready? asksGary de
Menezes, country manager
southern Africa, NetApp.
Industry 4.0 refers to the
fourth industrial revolution –
the first being manufacturing
and mechanisation, the second
mass production and the
third the digital revolution.
The next iteration will be the
computerisation of machinery
and automation using robotics,
as well as the intelligent
measurement and analysis of
data to improve efficiency,
profitability and safety.The
fourth industrial revolution
will be shaped by a fresh wave
of innovation in areas such as
driverless cars, smart robotics.
www.netapp.com
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Is your printing
solution POPI compliant?
While we may not have the FBI trying to access data stored
in our devices in South Africa, we do have the Protection of
Personal Information Act (POPI), which considers personal
information to be precious goods, and assigns the responsibility
of protecting those personal goods to companies – like yours, says
Paul Wendlandt, customer services support manager, Kyocera
Document Solutions SA.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Unlocking
the door to
comprehensive
security
Is your business really ready for
the security challenges which
lie ahead, asks Ralph Berndt,
sales and marketing director
at Syrex. Syrex is introducing
technology that can see every
person on the system, stores
data in an offsite repository, logs
and tracks activity for auditing
Ralph Berndt, Syrex
purposes, analyses data down to the lowest levels and provides
comprehensive POPI compliance capabilities.
www.syrex.co.za

CIO roles and
expectations changing
Patrick Shields, CTO Africa at Software AG, explains the
challenge for CIOs today is to be able to extend their area of
influence outside of just running IT processes and maintenance
in a business, and shift their focus to incorporate the overseeing
of innovation. "This doesn't mean that the CIO's original
responsibilities are negated – making technology decisions and
overseeing the administrative IT duties to ensure the effectiveness
and efficiencies of IT infrastructure – the CIO now also needs
to take on a leading role within the business to bring it into the
digital era."
www.softwareag.com

Prediction is
better than
prevention
Take security steps beyond
prevention towards predictive
risk decisions, says Hein Kern,
regional sales manager for
southern Africa at RSA.Kern
says it is a human tendency
to romanticise the past, to
think what existed yesterday
was bigger and better – this
cannot be said for technology,
and, in particular, security.
www.emc.com
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Forging the way forward when it comes
to data centres and IT Infrastructure!

Business
needs from
cloud service
providers

EOH-NS outlines
communications
(r)evolution

Education institutions are
no different from traditional
businesses when it comes to
many of the challenges they
face in today's economy with
the effects of digitisation and
mobility, says Mark Harris,
Mark Harris, XON
marketing director of XON.
Challenges include impacts of pressured revenue streams,
fierce competition and need for greater efficiencies.
www.xon.co.za

What the heck are
negative interest rates?
In theory, negative interest rates can give a broad boost to
financial markets and aid economic recovery. In practice, the
jury still seems to be out on whether this unorthodox policy
decision will place unnecessary pressure on non-financial
institutions and distort financial markets, says Lorenzo Borelli,
head of Customer Relations at SYSPRO.
www.syspro.com

Myth-busting
the cloud

According to Eduard Du
Plessis, MD of EOH-NS, the
expression: "The only constant
in life is change" has never been
truer. He suggests that spurred
on largely by millennials,
the world is heading in the
direction of a mobile, hyperconnected culture where
proximity and access are no
longer relevant. The digital
economy seems to have more
in common with science
fiction than reality and the use
of smart sensors in objects to
enable automated reporting in
what is being referred to as the
Internet of things or Internet of
everything.
www.eoh-ns.co.za

The world is looking to allflash arrays for speed and
performance, but the story
should not end there. The
next-generation database also
needs to deliver consistency
in application performance,
data protection and more, says
EMC. Speaking ahead of the
upcoming EMC Infrastructure
as a Superpower Executive
Forum, to be staged in
Johannesburg in partnership
with ITWeb, Stefan Voss,
director, Technical Marketing
– EMC Core Technology
Division, said performance
management and user
Stop procrastinating;
experience were among the
start your own business
top-of-mind issues among
Starting your own business can be daunting and the question of
database administrators
‘where do I start?' seems to be the one that stops entrepreneurs
around the world.
from taking this giant leap. QuickBooks understands the fears
"Performance management is
facing the first-time entrepreneur, as many of the concerns that
sometimes complex and timenew business owners face are ones of a financial nature. How will
consuming, and the problem
I fund my business? How will I keep a handle on my cash flow? I
is only going to get more
don't understand accounting – surely that is a barrier to starting my pronounced as data volumes
own business? QuickBooks Accounting Software has come up with grow and users become
the perfect new business starter pack for fledgling business owners. more demanding."
www.quickbooks.co.za
www.emc.com
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REGISTRATION IS OPEN!
In a constantly changing environment, it
is difficult to stay relevant; this one-day
event will ensure you are up to date and
ready to take the next big step!
1. Should you upgrade your legacy
system?
2. Should you make the move to a
hybrid approach? or
3. Should you bite the bullet and
migrate to pure cloud?
What’s in store for you in 2016:
• Extraordinary thought-leadership;
• The latest trends in Africa;
• Case studies; and
• Insight into the current regulatory
environment.

Beyond speed –
optimising
Oracle database
performance

The cloud has undeniably changed
the way technology is used,
deployed and purchased over the
last few years, as one of the most
powerful and transformative
technologies ever developed. But,
it is also often oversimplified,
seen as a quick-fix to complex IT challenges, or a simple way
to reassign IT budgets. Unfortunately, migrating complex,
enterprise-wide technology solutions to the cloud is not quite
as simple as clicking on a link. It's a process that needs to be
planned and executed with the same care as any other business
strategy, warns Gary Weiss, SVP Cloud Services, OpenText.
www.opentext.com
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MICHAEL YOUNG, applications engineer:
thermal management, Emerson Network Power

BOOK YOUR
SEAT TODAY!

To book, contact Lerato Mathize on 011
807 3294 or lerato@itweb.co.za.
To exhibit or sponsor, contact Debbie Visser
on 011 807 3294 or debbiev@itweb.co.za.
@ITWeb_Events and
join the conversation
#ITWebData
ITWeb Data Centres
Networking Group
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SMART CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

What drives customer
communication strategies?
The main driver is the need to improve response times, a
recent survey found.
and strategy is also an important factor."
Most of the businesses surveyed (78%)
believe their customers are satisfied with
their communication style. However, an
overwhelming majority (97%) rely on
e-mail as a primary means of customer
communication. E-mail is followed by
call centre (47%) and, interestingly, by
Facebook (41%), while web (online portal)
comes only fourth.
Focusing on a single channel or single

JEROEN HUININK, VP product marketing
at Lexmark Enterprise Software.

S

mart customer engagement is
important in today's competitive
business climate. The success of an
organisation depends heavily on how well it
understands and communicates with
its customers.
Kofax from Lexmark, in partnership
with ITWeb, conducted an online Smart
Customer Engagement Survey during
February and March to find out what drives
customer communication improvement
strategies and how actively companies are
pursuing digital transformation.
Customer communications should be
business-owned and business-managed,
says Jeroen Huinink, VP product marketing
at Lexmark Enterprise Software.
"For customer engagement, it is essential
to have a strategy based on business
requirements and business drivers," he says.
"Having a single consolidated platform that
can support your communication vision
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Customer
communications
should be
business-owned
and businessmanaged.
Jeroen Huinink

business line can lead to failure of an
organisation's customer communications
strategy, notes Huinink. "It's important
to include your channel partners in your
customer communications strategy, and you
should also consider the required cultural
changes and involve the line of business
managers so it's not an IT-only project.”
The main driver for improving customer
communication is the need to speed up
response time, closely followed by the
need to increase customer engagement and
customer loyalty. Operational efficiency,
cost reduction and compliance are also
important, but not seen as top priorities.
Over 60% of respondents estimate that
more than 50% of their communications is
digital as opposed to print. Furthermore,

42% of companies have an active initiative
to reduce print or to go digital. Only 23%
are not planning on growing their digital
communication platform within the next
three to 24 months.
While 84% believe it is very important
for their company to communicate
digitally with its customers, only 34%
have a digital transformation programme
in place.
Huinink believes customer
communications is key to a digital
transformation strategy. "If you cannot
reach out to your customer digitally,
why would you expect them to respond
that way?" he asks. "An effective digital
transformation takes this into account
and allows flexibility and a growth path to
digital communication for the organisation
and its customers."
Finally, respondents were asked
what they would expect to gain from
investing in a customer communications
management solution. First and foremost,
they’d want to improve their operational
efficiency and response times, with
cost reduction being only the third
consideration.

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2016 Smart Customer Engagement Survey
was ran among ITWeb readers – business IT
decision-makers to find out:
1

2

3

How are organisations communicating with their
customers?
What are the main drivers to improve customer
communication?
How actively are companies pursuing digital
transformation?

WHO RESPONDED
· A total of 184 people participated in the survey.
· 16% of the respondents are executive managers,
and a further 20% are middle managers.
· Businesses of all sizes from a wide range of
industries are represented, with over 50% of
respondents working for companies with more
than 500 employees.

SMART CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
How do you communicate with your customers?
30%

Print

97%

Email
26%

Twitter

33%

LinkedIn

41%

Facebook
20%

Other social media

37%

Online portal

35%

SMS

44%

Call centres

OVERWHELMING MAJORITY
OF RESPONDENTS RELY ON
EMAIL AS A PRIMARY MEANS OF
CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION.

28%

Video conferencing

What is your main driver for improving
customer communication?
67%

Response time

Do you have any initiatives to reduce
print or to go digital?
Not sure

Yes

65%

Customer engagement

55%

Customer loyalty

42%
39%

54%

Operational efficiency

47%

Cost reduction

19%
25%

Compliance

No

RESPONSE TIME AND
CUSTOMER LOYALTY ARE
TOP PRIORITIES.
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SMART CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT SURVEY
Which interactive capabilities are you most interested in?
46%
39%

33%
25%
9%

All of the above

Link to website

Communicate directly
via social media

How important is it for you to
communicate digitally with your
customer?

Interact with
agent directly from
communication

Select different
representatives of
account history

Do you have a digital transformation
programme as a business initiative?
Yes

84%

Very important

34%
Somewhat important
Neutral

10%
5%

66%

Not important 1%
No

WHILE DIGITAL COMMUNICATION IS OF HIGH IMPORTANCE, MOST BUSINESSES DON’T HAVE
A DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME IN PLACE

What do you expect from a customer communications management solution?

Improved
response
time

Operation
efficiency

41%

43%

16%
Cost
reduction
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COST REDUCTION IS NOT KEY. IT’S ABOUT
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AND RESPONSE
TIMES.

COMPANY NEWS

Summit 2016
Agility in fast
changing technology
disruption

TELECOMS
Turrito Networks, Saicom
enter PBX, VOIP partnership
MICROmega Group companyTurrito Networks has entered into
a strategic partnership with Saicom Voice Services, a leading
provider of voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) services aimed
at simplifying telephony for SMEs. "Over the years, we have had
discussions with many VOIP providers that promise a ‘scalable' and
‘robust' solution for SMEs. However, in Saicom, we have found an
ideal partner, one that provides us with a unified Cloud PBX and
VOIP offering for the diverse requirements of our clients across
industry sectors," says Brian Timperley, MD of Turrito Networks.
“Our core strength is our agnostic approach to connectivity.”
www.turrito.com

Lesotho Electricity Company CEO Mots'oikha (seated centre) shares a photo moment
with Emcom sales and business director, Tony Sipho Sibanda (seated right) and key
officials, at a ceremony held in Maseru

Lesotho leads
the way in digital comms
The Lesotho Electricity Companyhas emerged as front-runner
in the digitalisation of its voice communications. The utility has
recently taken delivery of a nationwide multi-site linked stateof-the-art Digital Mobile Radio system, designed and deployed
by Emcom Wireless, a South African-based professional radio
communications business.
www.emcom.co.za

MTN, Ericsson
lead the way
with first
LTE-U network
To future-proof its business,
MTN SA, together with
Ericsson, has successfully
trialled LTE-Unlicensed
(LTE-U) at MTN's flagship
channel store in Morningside,
Johannesburg. LTE-U
is a mobile technology
innovation that enables
higher data speeds, which
increase network capacity
and significantly enhance
customer experience. This
is the first LTE-U trial in
Africa, which demonstrates
MTN's constant drive towards
introducing innovative
technologies to help
improve its network quality
experience. The LTE-U trial
was completed by aggregating
10MHz of MTN's licensed 1
800MHz spectrum and 20MHz
within the unlicensed 5GHz
band. The trial achieved a
throughput of more than
200Mbps.
www.ericsson.com

Game-changing
for SMEs in SA

Damian Michael, MD of
Innovo Networks, says small
and medium-sized businesses
across SA face many and
varied challenges to their
growth and operations. The
gaps could be technical,
infrastructure or marketingThe omni-channel journey
based. What's key is that a lack
Business today, regardless of sector, is conducted via multiple
of expertise in any one area
channels, among them: digital; mobile; voice – through call
does not hold a business back.
centres; and, of course, brick-and-mortar outlets, according to
"Innovo Networks is providing
Argility. This is multi-channel. The company asserts that omnia hosted PBX to SMEs and
channel accommodates the reality that more than one channel is
start-ups, on a month-toused in a single sale and that the customer must receive a consistent month basis, which is the first
experience across all channels used. Omni-channel has become a
for SA during this economic
buzzword clouded in hype, with businesses incorporating it into
decline. We understand the
their market strategies but mostly failing to answer the glaring
value small businesses add
question of when, or even how, digital and virtual channels will
to the economy and want to
become more important than physical channels.
help.”
www.argility.com
www.innovonet.co.za

WHITE PAPERS
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Digital disruption has
changed the game for
businesses, and greatly
impacts on the economy.
As a result, disruptors have
affected the way traditional
business is done.

Craig
Wing,

partner and
culture Jedi at
FutureWorld will
be leading the
exciting line up
of speakers with
a keynote
address. Join
him to explore
the new rules
of business in a
landscape that is
changing every
day.

IF YOU WANT TO BE A DISRUPTOR
OR CONTINUE TO BE DISRUPTIVE
IN YOUR SECTOR

BOOK YOUR
SEAT NOW
www.digitaleconomy.co.za
To book, contact Lerato
Mathize on 011 807 3294
or lerato@itweb.co.za.
To exhibit or sponsor,
contact Debbie Visser
on 011 807 3294 or
debbiev@itweb.co.za.
#ITWebDigital

11 & 12 October 2016
The Forum, Bryanston
Johannesburg

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: GOVERNANCE, RISK AND COMPLIANCE

Building digital trust
A breach of trust can result in a damaged reputation
and lost customers.
The first step, however, needs to be
establishing digital trust. Consumers are
becoming increasingly aware of the value
of their data and less inclined to share it, or
give companies permission to use it, without
knowing exactly how it will be used.
The foundation of digital trust is an
understanding of a company's legislative
obligations when it comes to using and
protecting an individual's personal
information. Today's consumers expect a
business to have done its homework and
implemented the appropriate policies to
comply with data privacy legislation.
ALISON TREADAWAY, director at Striata.

T

he 2016 CIGI-Ipsos Global Survey on
Internet Security and Trust*, released on
18 April, reported consumer concern about
online privacy and security is on the increase.
This is particularly related to the personal data
organisations and governments hold.
According to the survey: "The majority
of global citizens (83%) believe there needs
to be new rules about how companies,
governments and other users use personal
data".
"A strong majority (85%) also believe
their governments should work closely
with other governments and organisations
to make the Internet more safe and
secure," the survey adds.
Companies are gathering personal data
from customers at unprecedented rates,
and trust is becoming a crucial factor in the
relationship between customer and business.
A breach of that trust can result in a damaged
reputation and lost customers.
According to the December 2015 Gemalto
Data Breaches and Customer Loyalty Report+,
64% of 5 750 respondents said they would
stop doing business with a company if it lost
their financial data.

Firm limits
Businesses need to operate within strict
boundaries, ensuring the data they hold
is stored, secured and used in line with
legislative requirements, industry best
practice and the manner in which the
customer expects it to be used.
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Managing a
data breach is
essential, but first
prize is to avoid
one altogether.
But, a company that processes personal
data is not only responsible for its own
compliance. If it uses service providers like
a marketing agency or human resources
consultancy, it must ensure the third
party's data protection policies are aligned
and compliant.
“Managing a data breach is essential, but
first prize is to avoid one altogether.”
In an Accenture global survey of more
than 3 100 business and IT executives across
11 countries (October-December 2015), 82%
of respondents said trust is the cornerstone
of every business in the digital economy, and
83% agreed that data ethics breaches pose a
similar threat to security breaches.

Code of honour
As such, companies must define a digital
code of ethics which speaks to how personal
data is used, secured and shared within the
company. This code must be communicated

to all employees and partners that have access
to data, and there must be internal processes
to handle a breach of that code.
If not correctly managed, a breach of data
security, whether in a malicious attack or by
accidental leakage, will damage the digital
trust not only of the victims whose data is
compromised, but of all that company's
customers, as they question the safety of their
own information. It is therefore advisable that
the company issues a general communication
to get the facts out before speculation appears
on social media.
Communication around a breach must
include detailed information on how the
company is dealing with it, and how it will
ensure the same breach does not happen
again. This will go a long way to addressing
concerns of those not directly affected.
Customers whose data was directly
compromised need to know what kind of risk
the breach poses to them and what damage
control they can do – for example, changing
compromised passwords, notifying their
bank or cancelling credit cards.
Managing a data breach is essential,
but first prize is to avoid one altogether.
Companies must ensure all customer data
stored digitally is protected by multiple layers
of each level of security. The number and
variety of criminal tactics emerging to steal
and abuse identity and financial data means
the protectors of that data have to be vigilant
and innovative.
At a network level, there are multiple
ways to secure stored confidential data,
including firewalls, access control and
database encryption.
To protect information residing in stored
documents, security must be like an onion: if
the outer layer is peeled away, a second layer
must present a harder challenge, and so on,
until the contents of the document become
unworthy of the effort.
Possibly the most risky element of data
protection is the human one. No matter how
strong a company's security, or how strict its
policies, an employee who is tricked or makes
an error can compromise the company's data
security. Education targeting employees,
consultants and contractors is a must to
give businesses the best possible chance of
avoiding a data breach.

COMPANY NEWS

INTERNET

NETWORKING

Carel Coetzee, XON

Progressive SA municipalities
push city security

Network Platforms
unveils enterprise fibre special
Network Platforms has developed an impressively special offer to
deliver enterprise-level connectivity to organisations in certain
areas. The offer provides clients with high-speed, powerful and
always-on connectivity functionality at a market-leading price
point. "For clients who wish to host their office requirements in the
cloud, Network Platforms has everything they need to get there,"
says Brad Love, CEO of Network Platforms. "This enterprise quality
offer has been designed to provide our clients with best-of-breed
agility and capability so they can get the most from their cloud
infrastructure and investment."
www.networkplatforms.co.za

Many municipalities have already invested in communications
infrastructure and Internet of things (IOT) sensors to promote
public safety and security, such as CCTV cameras and other video
surveillance feeds. They have, for example, global positioning system
(GPS) capabilities in radios carried by emergency services personnel
as well as the numerous vehicles they operate.
www.xon.co.za

CHANNEL

TELECOMS
Yealink
releases new,
upgraded
W56P DECT
Phone
Yealink, the global leading
unified communication
(UC) terminal solution
provider, has announced
the release of the new
W56P DECT phone. The
W56P is ideal for onthe-go workers across
many different business
environments including
Yealink’s W56P DECT phone
catering, warehouse
management and retail. In releasing the W56P DECT phone,
Yealink hopes to build off the success of its highly acclaimed W52P
DECT predecessor.
www.yealink.com
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Zensar Technologies
digital partner to Nakumatt Holdings
Zensar Technologies, a leading provider of digital solutions, software
and infrastructure services, announced it will partner leading retailer
in East Africa, Nakumatt Holdings, in its digital transformation
initiative. This mandate involves a first of its kind development and
implementation of enhanced customer experience solution and
e-commerce in the Magento space in sub-Sahara Africa for Nakumatt
in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Rwanda. Zensar has successfully
partnered with Nakumatt since 2013, helping the company stabilise
and modernise key operations like warehouse, support, etc. Some of
the key elements in the digital transformation journey with Nakumatt
will include mobility, mobile apps, digital tools and implementation
of insights from Zensar's Social Command Centre.
www.zensar.com

COMPANY NEWS

FINANCIAL
EMC reports Q1
2016 financial
results
EMC reported first-quarter 2016
financial results. First-quarter
consolidated revenue was $5.5
billion, down 2% year over year.
GAAP net income attributable to EMC
was $268 million in the first quarter,
and GAAP earnings per weighted
average diluted share was $0.14 in the
first quarter, up 8% year over year.
www.emc.com

Joe Tucci, EMC

Software AG posts strong Q1 results
Software AG announced its preliminary financial figures (IFRS,
preliminary) for the first quarter 2016. The company continued
its successful transformation, reaching further improvements
on all key performance parameters. Total revenue improved by
+9%, driven by strong total licence sales of +31%. Product revenue
(licences + maintenance) increased by +11%, while services
improved by +2%. The company's database business Adabas &
Natural (A&N) grew by +20%, due to early contract closings and
driven by Software AG's announcement in Q4 last year to support
its A&N customer base with innovative product developments
beyond 2050.
www.softwareag.com

HARDWARE
Ansys Rail capabilities streamlined

Breathe new life into older printers

As part of its ongoing expansion strategy, Ansys has formed the
Ansys Rail Division, which focuses only on the development of rail
projects and products. Its mining and defence capabilities have
been transferred to Parsec, which was acquired by Ansys in June
2015. Lebo Masekela, newly appointed chief executive of Ansys
Rail, has a long history within the Parsec group of companies
and has been instrumental in the success of strategic projects. He
sees his appointment in the Rail Division as a welcome challenge,
and the group will no doubt leverage from his extensive business
acumen and experience in the industry.
www.parsec.co.za

While many South Africans may be feeling despondent about current
affairs and the state of the economy, Roan Systems is doing its part
to help its customers beat the negativity. "We have all been hearing
about corruption, our currency depreciation, the water crisis and
drought, power cuts, the increasing cost of electricity, and economic
depression, to name only a few. At Roan Systems, our passion for
customer service excellence always encourages us to give good,
solid, valuable advice to our customers regarding their daily printing
requirements – whether laser, thermal, line matrix or the like," says
Neil Burrows, national technical manager of Roan Systems.
www.roan.co.za

SOFTWARE
DVT smokes SugarCRM software test

Acumatica tackles
customer relations,
productivity

Software and solutions specialist DVT has successfully automated
a ‘smoke' test for a client, using the popular SugarCRM software
solution, at its Global Testing Centre (GTC) in Cape Town. As part
of the project, DVT was also asked to validate the extraction,
transformation and loading of historic data from another CRM
system into SugarCRM. Mario Matthee, COO of the DVT Global
Testing Centre, said the fact that the GTC already uses a community
edition of SugarCRM for internal test automation training purposes
made the company a natural choice for the project.
www.dvt.co.za

Auto Express thrives on K8
Auto Express director Mitul Patel made the choice to sign up with
KCS based on KCS's knowledge and success with other companies
in the automotive parts industry, specifically Euro Car Parts in
the UK. Patel said he was looking for a direct sales and support
model provided by a software company that had a lot of industry
knowledge and experience, as well as local support, which KCS has
with IT Junxion. Tiaan Grobbelaar, sales manager at KCS SA, said:
"Auto Express's key requirements for the automotive aftermarket
fits squarely into the K8 offering.”
www.kerridgecs.com
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Stephen Corrigan,
Palladium Business Solutions

Customer satisfaction drives
profitability, especially in today's
highly competitive services industry.
To stay ahead of the competition,
businesses need an integrated
system that will provide a powerful
360-degree view of customers'
activities. Stephen Corrigan, MD of
Palladium Business Solutions, says
Acumatica is the answer.
www.palladium.co.za

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.

COMPANY NEWS

INTERNET
Premium coupon
service now available

Stratus extends
leadership with IIOT offering

In 2014 there were around 550 million mobile phone coupon users,
and according to Juniper Research, the number will increase to 1.05
billion users by the year 2019. This increase, combined with the fact
that text messages have the highest read rate when compared to other
promotional approaches such as e-mail, make it a very powerful
marketing tool. Seeing the potential of this mobile marketing trend,
Infobip created a flexible coupon service designed to meet the needs of
enterprise clients to help utilise SMS to its full potential.
www.infobip.co.za

Stratus Technologies, the leading provider of continuous
availability solutions, has announced it is extending its
commitment to industrial automation worldwide with the
Stratus Always-On Infrastructure for the industrial Internet
of things (IIOT). Providing a proven always-on foundation for
IIOT deployments, the Stratus solution features Stratus ftServer
technology with VMware vSphere 6, as well as application
monitoring and OPC integration. Stratus is reducing the
complexity and risk that can be associated with software-defined
industrial automation technologies, bringing the best of both
worlds to OT and IT. The Stratus Always-On Infrastructure
for IIOT delivers an operationally simple platform, an intuitive
dashboard with visibility into system and application health, and
continuous availability.
www.stratus.com

EOH unveils cloud
solution for IP telephony
EOH Cloud Services has expanded its offering for South African
businesses, with the launch of a cloud-based collaboration
solution for IP telephony. This new offering will provide
businesses with all the traditional office phone system call
features and quality, delivered via EOH Cloud Services'
infrastructure, to give customers a more flexible and costeffective offering. Richard Vester, director of Cloud Services
at EOH, says this fully hosted solution offers lower total cost
of ownership, scalability, elasticity, relevant features, and
integrated support with user and feature self-management. "The
solution is complete, competitively priced, and will give local
businesses an alternative to regular telephony services.”
www.eohcloud.co.za

Meet Africa’s first
female Google Expert
DVT Android developer Rebecca Franks has been selected as a
Google Developer Expert. Franks is the first female developer from
Africa to qualify for Google's global Developer Expert programme
and is also the first Google Developer Expert from Johannesburg.
“It was a fantastic opportunity to use my skills and experience to
reach out to more people,” she said.
www.dvt.co.za

COST OPTIMISATION
IN THE AGE OF DIGITAL BUSINESS
21 June 2016, The Hilton Hotel, Johannesburg I 23 June 2016, CTICC, Cape Town
Cost Optimisation in the Age of Digital Business means organisations must use a mix of IT and business
cost optimisation for increased business performance, while preparing for digital futures.
Cost optimisation is not a new topic for CIOs. Since the great recession, beginning in 2007, many
organisations have been on a steady course of improving the cost-efficiency of IT. However, in the age of digital
business, cost optimisation takes on new dimensions.
Join us for the Cost Optimisation in the Age of Digital Business event, taking place in Cape Town and
Johannesburg. At this event, Sanil Solanki, Gartner Research Director, will help you understand the practices,
capabilities and behaviours of reducing spending, reducing costs, managing service levels and showing the
business value of IT.

For agenda details & on-line registration please visit: www.gartner.co.za/costopt2016

COMPANY NEWS

ENTERPRISE
AgileCloud adds perspective
on EFSS solution providers
AgileCloud explores Enterprise File Sync and Share (EFSS) solutions,
and expounds on several new questions that could be added to a list of
those asked about employing an EFSS solution. The company provides
detailed answers to: “How different are the EFSS solutions from a
public cloud file sync and share solution, really? Could either solution
expose my organisation to risks, what type of EFSS solution achieves
the best performance, and how would I choose my EFSS provider?”
www.agilecloud.co.za

First
Distribution drives
Microsoft CSP
Programme
First Distribution, SA's leading
distributor for data centre,
enterprise and cloud solutions,
has been awarded entry into
the Microsoft Cloud Solution
Provider (CSP) Programme.
The programme is designed
to strengthen customer
relationships and expand cloud
sales opportunities by enabling
partners to provide direct billing,
sell combined offers and services.
www.firstdistribution.co.za

Kevin Derman, First Distribution

OpenText enables the digital world
OpenText, a global leader in EIM, hosted the Johannesburg leg of
its Innovation Tour 2016 in Bryanston on 19 May. Thousands of
attendees took advantage of keynotes, CIO presentations, breakout
sessions, roundtable discussions, executive tracks, and networking
opportunities to explore the latest trends in digital business. At
the Johannesburg event, delegates were treated to an informative
line-up of speakers – including Simon Harrison, SVP Enterprise
Sales at OpenText; and Nic Carter, senior director, IP and Product
Management at Open Text.
www.opentext.com

OpenText unveils Release 16
OpenText, a global leader in enterprise information management
(EIM), has announced the availability of OpenText Release 16,
describing it as the most comprehensive, integrated digital
information platform. Introduced at OpenText Enterprise World
2015, OpenText Release 16, featuring Suite 16 and Cloud 16, is
a single platform that manages and analyses the entire flow
of information, addressing key areas of the user experience,
machine-to-machine integration, automation and other aspects of
the digital first organisation. OpenText Release 16 can be deployed
on-premises, in the cloud or in hybrid cloud environments.
www.opentext.com

CHANNEL

Dimension Data launches
cloud services for SAP

Blue Secure – a 2016
Splunk Global Partner winner

Dimension Data and its wholly owned subsidiary, Britehouse, has
announced the availability of its Cloud Services for SAP platform in
South Africa. Dimension Data's Cloud Services for SAP platform is built
on a data centre certified for SAP HANA workloads, and the standard
SAP Business Suite, as well as hybrid environments. It includes cloudbased operational control, automation, and an open-standards based
platform for integration services between on-premises and cloud
environments. The platform also offers flexibility around utilisation of
SAP HANA, which places cost-control and commercial flexibility with
the client, instead of the traditional ‘packaged' approach.
www.dimensiondata.com

Blue Secure, a leader in monitoring and detection solutions for
IT security and operations, announced it has received the Splunk
META (Middle East, Turkey and Africa) Partner of the Year Award
for exceptional performance and commitment to Splunk's Partner+
Program. The Splunk META Partner Award recognises a Splunk
partner with outstanding growth within the Splunk Partner+
Program, which drives value and successfully builds a business
around Splunk. "At Blue Secure, we are dedicated to educating our
customers about innovative technologies that are changing the
information landscape," said Willem Barnard, business manager at
Blue Secure.
www.bluesecure.co.za

SOFTWARE
Embarcadero releases 10.1 Berlin
Computek Networks has announced that Embarcadero Technologies
(recently acquired by IDERA), a leading provider of software solutions
for application development, has now released the 10.1 versions of
RAD Studio, C++Builder and Delphi. The updated products, dubbed:
"10.1 Berlin", feature an array of new and enhanced capabilities,
including significant Internet of things connectivity improvements
and new, multi-device preview options to greatly increase developer
productivity. In March, Embarcadero announced its strategy to focus
product and engineering resources exclusively on the developer tools
market. The 10.1 Berlin release embodies this strategy shift.
www.computeknetworks.com
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First Distribution
becomes AWS
authorised
distributor
First Distribution has announced
it is now working with
Amazon Web Services (AWS),
joining a small number of AWS
distributors globally taking
cloud technologies to the
partner channel, and the only
Russell Warne, First Distribution
distributor in Africa to do so. The services will be supplied through
First for Cloud, a subsidiary of First Distribution.
www.firstdistribution.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
QuickBooks
Online
adds massive
value

Sage X3 positions
Sherwood for
growth
Sherwood International,
a specialist in providing
customised in-bound supply
chain solutions into Africa,
has implemented the Sage X3
business management solution to
boost efficiencies in its operations
and gain better visibility into its
business. SynergERP supported
Sherwood with consulting,
Eslie Badenhorst, Sherwood
implementation and training
services for the roll-out of the new system.
www.synergerp.co.za

Gary Epstein, EasyBiz QuickBooks

"QuickBooks Online Plus
is perfect for on-the-go
entrepreneurs and business
owners who have no 'office'.
This product will be perfect
for the growing number of
small businesses that are
looking to mobile technology
to help run their business,"
said Gary Epstein, MD of
EasyBiz QuickBooks in SA.
www.quickbooks.co.za

BUSINESS
0% financing
to Juniper
partners,
customers
Juniper Networks is
partnering with BNP
Paribas Leasing Solutions
to provide financing to
customers in a number
of European countries,
including the UK. Under
the programme, customers can take advantage of 0% financing
until 31 December on qualifying purchases. Longer term, the
firm says, it will provide qualified customers with other flexible
financing options. "Continued economic uncertainty means that
some businesses are reluctant to make the investment in the latest
network technology a top priority," comments Martin Ardern, head
of ICT Finance Division at BNP Paribas Leasing Solutions. "Our 0%
financing promotion will make investment in Juniper Networks
products more manageable."
www.juniper.net

Mitel adds speed,
simplicity to communication
Mitel, a global leader in real-time business, cloud and mobile
communications, has announced general availability of Mitel
MiTeam, a mobile-first team and social collaboration application with
real-time, native integration that supports the way teams actually
work today. MiTeam is an intuitive work stream communications
and collaboration tool that provides a highly collaborative, persistent
workspace for team-based meetings, conversations, content
collaboration and project management. With MiTeam, groups can
connect and collaborate through real-time voice and video meetings;
initiate instant chat sessions; manage to-do lists; share screens; and
create customised work streams for sharing, editing and annotating
documents directly within the application.
www.mitel.com
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Feedback from ISACA SA 2016 AGM
The ISACA South Africa Chapter 2016 Annual General Meeting was
held in Rivonia on 13 April. Members were able to personally express
gratitude to Kenneth Chikwanha (immediate past president) for the
chapter's many achievements over the past 12 months. The members
were also enlightened by the energetic and renowned ICT journalist
Toby Shapshak, who shared some provocative perspectives on the
role of mobile globally and in Africa. After two years of service as
chapter president, Chikwanha handed over the reins to Tichaona
Zororo. Chikwanha said while continuity is valued, fresh energy
from a new board would also be appreciated.
www.isaca.org.za

COMPUTING
Smart tech
for a better
lifestyle
More businesses and
domestic consumers are
turning to alternative
energy sources to escape
the high and seemingly
ever-increasing tariffs.
There are a range of
certified electrical solutions
and alternative power solutions, ranging from supportive
supply to standalone backup solutions to grid tie solar systems,
generators, UPS and solar. Bertie Strydom, MD of BT-SA, one
of SA's leading ITC infrastructure companies, says all designs
should be based on efficiency and safety and are purpose-specific.
"We offer accredited, professional electrical design, installation
and maintenance services for both commercial and industrial
applications. Comprehensive testing and inspection is performed
to establish the safety of installations."
www.bt-sa.co.za

Events Calendar
2016

SKILLS RETENTION
By: KIRSTEN DOYLE

J U LY
ITWeb Data Centre:
The way forward 2016
Date: 20 July 2016
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

The hidden
benefit of cloud
Strategies to recruit and retain top IT talent.

A U G U ST
ITWeb Enterprise
Mobility 2016
Date: 24-25 August 2016
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

SEPTEMBER
ITWeb IT Sourcing and
Vendor Management
2016

JEFF TON, executive VP of Product
and Service Development for Bluelock.

Date: 13 September 2016
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

R

O C TO B E R
ITWeb Digital Economy
Summit 2016
Date: 11-12 October 2016
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

N OVE M B E R
AfricaCom

15-17 November 2016
Cape Town, South Africa
Venue: Cape Town International
Convention Centre
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ecruiting the right talent for your
organisation is rarely easy and it’s
even more challenging if you’re in the
market for positions in tech or IT.
According to the USA’s Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), the average time spent at
a single company by an employee is nearly
five years.
Jeff Ton, executive VP of product and
service development at cloud-based
disaster recovery provider Bluelock, says:
“That probably sounds about right to
most people. But when you look at tech
companies as a segment of that statistic,
the turnover rate is much higher, with the
average time spent at a single company
down to only three years.”
Churn rate is only one factor to consider
when it comes to attracting the right tech
talent, he explains. The bigger problem
is actually finding the talent in the first
place. The number of employers in IT
planning to hire is far above the US’s
national average, at 44%, meaning the
industry is facing a severe supply and
demand crisis.
Currently, the demand for tech talent is
high and it's only going to increase in the
coming years, adds Ton. “The BLS predicts
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that 10 years from now, employment of
computer and information technology
occupations will grow 12% – far above the
average for all other occupations. By 2018,
it's estimated the US will face a shortage
of about 224 000 high-tech workers. The
supply of candidates simply can't keep
pace with such aggressive growth.
“If you're an IT professional, being in
demand is certainly a plus. But if you're an
organisation struggling to not only hire,
but retain smart, driven talent, you could
be facing a difficult, somewhat scary
hiring process.”

Keeping talent satisfied
Speaking of how an organisation can fight
against these ominous statistics, Ton says
strategies must be put into place to ensure
IT talent is satisfied at the company.

Let’s face it; it
always comes
down to WIIFM
(what’s in
it for me).

“Generation Y employees are known for
a lack of employer loyalty, so instead of
giving them a reason to think about how
the grass is always greener elsewhere,
keep your own pastures green to ensure
they keep their talents within your
organisation.”
One way to do this, he adds, is to ensure
that IT talent has the time and freedom

Top
Jobs
Solutions Architect

to work on projects that provide tangible
value to the business. “Let your talent
actually use their unique talent — the
reason you hired them in the first place.
Too often, IT departments are tied up in
monotonous, routine daily tasks that most
may find unchallenging and uninspiring.
This type of work directly impacts
employees as it pertains to burnout and
employee retention.”

A move to the cloud
There is no doubt that cloud had gone
mainstream, with the majority of
businesses using it in one way or another.
Today, moving data, applications and
business functions into the cloud is
becoming common-place. “What
companies are finding surprising is that,
as a byproduct of this redistribution, IT
teams are freed up to focus on projects
that are far more valuable to the company.
After moving to the cloud, employees
who didn't have capacity to focus on
anything other than immediate projects
that kept the lights on — like management
of Exchange servers or disaster recovery
platforms — become invigorated and feel
better about their role in the business.”
The discussion of reallocating projects
and apps into the cloud can be nerveracking from a CIO perspective, he
explains. “As a leader, you fear that your
IT team will see this transition as the
removal of their jobs because ‘cloud’
can be interpreted as a softer term for
‘outsourcing’. Attend just about any
presentation on cloud migration and
listen to the questions. This fear is top of
mind for many IT pros.”

PROGRESSIVE CAREERS
IT Solutions Architect is held
accountable for the overall technical
and development processes for the
MSDGP ERP System.
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 265702

the future and what it means for the
individual team members will be able to
retain their top talent.”
Ton says he learned this lesson the
hard way at his previous job. “We
embarked on a very aggressive cloud-first
strategy by migrating our email to the
cloud. Two weeks after a very successful
implementation our senior systems
engineer resigned. He saw himself as ‘an
Exchange guy’ and could not see himself
in the new reality. I had failed to paint the
picture. From then on, I spent the time
to ensure each person knew the strategy,
could see the vision, and could envision
their new role. The result was a highly
motivated, high functioning team that
accomplished some amazing things for
our business.”

Performance Test Engineer

BIG SHARK RECRUITMENT
An exciting opportunity for a
Performance Test Engineer available on
a contract basis.
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 266004

Front-End Developer

HETZNER
Then we have the right spot for you,
we are looking for a Developer to join
our UX Department.
Western Cape
Negotiable
Ref No: 265660

Let your talent
actually use their
unique talent – the
reason you hired
them in the first
place.

Technical Specialist
Penetration Testing

STANDARD BANK
As Tier 3 Technical Specialist,
Penetration Testing, you will assess
security risks related to our business
information technology systems.
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 265977

Jeff Ton, executive VP of Product and
Service Development for Bluelock

Information Manager

COMAIR
10 years experience in Information
Systems environment
Negotiable
Gauteng
Ref No: 264946

Increasing satisfaction
The reality is that using the cloud to
remove time-consuming tasks can
actually increase employee satisfaction
because it unburdens the IT team to focus
on more innovative, valuable projects that
can provide true organisational impact,
says Ton. “However, the employees
must be able to see themselves in the
new reality. Let’s face it; it always comes
down to WIIFM (what’s in it for me). No
matter what strategies are implemented,
IT leaders that can paint a picture of
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The statistics can be daunting,
concludes Ton. “With the right strategies
it is possible to create an environment
that attracts talent and keep them
engaged once they are in your doors. The
Foosball table and beer fridge may look
cool to an incoming candidate, but what
they are really seeking is the opportunity
to excel and learn. Leverage strategies
that reduce the mundane, create learning
opportunities, and enable the IT pro to see
their impact on your organisation.”

June 2016

|

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
IndigoCube,
Checkmarx
to bolster
application
security
IndigoCube has been named
a preferred partner for
Checkmarx in South Africa.
Founded in 2006, Checkmarx
provides solutions aimed at
ensuring software is released
free of technical and logical
security vulnerabilities. Godfrey
Kutumela, head of cyber crime
Godfrey Kutumela, IndigoCube
and security at IndigoCube, said: "We have always believed that
security must be built into the software development life cycle.”
www.indigocube.co.za

Total communication
from Communication Genetics
Leading provider of customer communication solutions
Communication Genetics has announced the availability of
Totemomail and Totemodata, two business-to-business, businessto-consumer and platform-independent solutions designed to
protect information on the move, between internal and external
sources and between different systems within the company
network. South African businesses are faced with the reality and
responsibility of having to comply with the Protection of Personal
Information Act, which governs rights of protection and control of
personal data. The legislation forces institutions to be responsible
and accountable in the way they manage people's information.
www.communicationgenetics.com

Less is more,
says Dallmeier
Dallmeier says in an era of
heightened terror threats or fear
of organised attacks, the demand
for more surveillance cameras is
becoming increasingly insistent.
The company asks if the "more is
better" approach is really the right
one in this case. Rather than just
increasing the number of cameras,
would efforts not be better spent
on making the video systems
more efficient – with the right
technology, which would not even
be very difficult? The company
believes the challenge when it
comes to safeguarding large areas is
to be able to obtain a comprehensive
overview of the entire surveillance
area and the highest possible
resolution of details.
www.dallmeier.com
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Prevention is better than cure
Over the past year, the number of ‘Crypto ransomware’ attacks have
dramatically increased. Attackers are moving away from traditional
executable viruses to using scripting techniques that are able to
evade traditional signature-based security solutions. According to
iSHERIFF, these scripts are executed through users visiting malicious
Web sites or, more commonly, through e-mail attachments.
These scripts are cunningly written so as not to alert the endpoint
protection, and in some cases, even have delayed execution to
prevent sandboxing techniques from detecting the malicious code.
Recently, the use of Powershell scripts embedded in documents
as macros have made it even more difficult for traditional security
solutions to prevent these scripts from executing.
www.isheriff.com

Cyber Security
Institute
partner in KZN
CS Interactive Training is excited
to welcome Bowline Security to
the Cyber Security Institute, and
through Bowline Security, develop
and sustain Cyber Security Skills in
KwaZulu-Natal. The Cyber Security
Team will offer Cyber Security
Training and Awareness courses
to the private and public sector in
Durban from June 2016.
www.csinteractivetraining.com

NEC Africa, XON
consolidate
on security for
Africa

XON to unveil
empowering
security solutions
XON has shared its vision of how
citizens, businesses, essential services
and government agencies can
neither function nor flourish without
personal, property, and personnel
security, when it served as Platinum
sponsor of the ITWeb Security Summit
2016. Crucially, XON divulged how
these components of society require
a broad yet tightly integrated range
of public safety and security services
and solutions that include citizen
services, immigration control, law
enforcement, public administration
services, critical infrastructure
management, information
management, emergency and disaster
management, and inter-agency
collaboration.
www.xon.co.za
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Louw Labuschagne,
CS Interactive Training

Bertus Marais, XON

The XON public safety and
security division, headed by
Bertus Marais, now offers an
extensive array of solutions
from NEC's portfolio specifically
suited to the African market.
The business unit offers a broad
yet tightly integrated range
of public safety and security
services and solutions.
www.xon.co.za
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